SWISS NEEDLE CAST COOPERATIVE
2015 ANNUAL MEETING AND SCIENCE REVIEW
DECEMBER 1, 2015, TUESDAY, RICHARDSON HALL RM 107
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY, OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

SCIENCE REVIEW AGENDA:

8:00-8:15. Introductions, social coffee, snacks.


830-845. Alan Kanaskie/Danny Norlander, ODF. Swiss needle cast aerial survey results Oregon, and other activities.

845-900 Amy Ramsey/Dan Omdal/Michele Boderick WA DNR. Swiss needle cast aerial survey results Washington, and other activities.

900-915 Gabriela Ritokova. SNCC Research and Monitoring Plot Network, and other activities.
915-930. Jeff Hatten, OSU. Future soils analysis from the research and monitoring plot network and some preliminary analysis.

930-945. Maguire/Mainwaring, OSU, CIPS collaborations, taper study, and results of recent SNC analysis.

945-1000. DISCUSSION/ BREAK/Coffee (Poster Viewing)


1015-1030. Peter Beedlow and Ron Waschmann, EPA/Sky Lan, OSU. The EPA long-term forest plots in mature and old-growth Douglas-fir: collaborations with SNCC, Sky Lan, and interesting forest ecology findings.

1030-1045. Nick Wilhelmi, OSU. SNC and Rhabdocline in a common garden study.

1045-1100. Patrick Bennett/Jeff Stone, OSU. Research on patterns and pathogenicity of the two SNC fungal lineages.

1100-1150.

FEATURED SPEAKER: RODRIGO MORALES, Forest Pathologist, Universidad Austral de Chile, Valdivia, Chile.

Swiss Needle Cast Research in Chilean Douglas-fir Forests.

Move to RH 115.

1200-110: LUNCH

Special Lunch Talk: Everett Hansen. Update on web blight and red needle cast of Douglas-fir.

110-400PM. SNCC Business Meeting. Members and Invited Parties.